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Abstract This paper proposes a new method to estimate the ballistic coefficient (BC) of low earth

orbit space debris. The data sources are the historical two-line elements (TLEs). Since the secular

variation of semi-major axes is mainly caused by the drag perturbation for space objects with peri-

gee altitude below 600 km, the ballistic coefficients are estimated based on variation of the mean

semi-major axes derived from the TLEs. However, the approximate parameters used in the calcu-

lation have error, especially when the upper atmosphere densities are difficult to obtain and always

estimated by empirical model. The proportional errors of the approximate parameters are cancelled

out in the form of ratios, greatly mitigating the effects of model error. This method has been also

been validated for space objects with perigee altitude higher than 600 km. The relative errors of esti-

mated BC values from the new method are significantly smaller than those from the direct estima-

tion methods used in numerical experiments. The estimated BC values are used for the prediction of

the semi-major axes, and good performance is obtained. This process is also a feasible method for

prediction over a long period of time without an orbital propagator model.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

19

20 1. Introduction

21 At operationally important orbits, there is a significantly
22 increased amount of space debris created by spacecraft launch,
23 loss, collision and explosion.1,2 The presence of such debris
24 causes a risk of collision, which threatens the safe operation

25of aircraft.3–5 Management of the space debris population,
26which includes its cataloguing, prediction and mitigation, is
27crucial for the continued security of the space environment.
28For this reason, many methods have been proposed for space
29debris control and removal.6–9

30Since space debris is consistently increasing, it is becoming
31ever more important to confirm its origin and assert clear legal
32responsibility. However, because of the large number and
33small size of space debris, cataloguing based on direct observa-
34tion is difficult, and a ‘‘group catalogue‘‘ is a more appropriate
35and efficient method.10 The cataloguing of debris should be
36started immediately following its production, and debris
37derived from the same object should be processed together
38as a group. Space debris, more or less, maintains the orbit of
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39 its parent satellite. Thus, debris objects from the same parent
40 have similar orbital elements and there is stable variable rela-
41 tionship between the values of their parameters. The ratios
42 between these parameters provide new information for a debris
43 group. Based on this, the state of individual debris pieces can
44 be deduced from other debris in the same group. This informa-
45 tion can be used as a criterion for judging which debris group a
46 particular piece of debris belongs to, and the ‘‘group cata-
47 logue” can be achieved.
48 A ballistic coefficient (BC) is an important parameter for
49 the research of space objects and consists of object’s drag coef-
50 ficient (CD), mass and the cross sectional area in the direction
51 of motion relative to the atmosphere. The atmospheric drag is
52 a significant perturbing force for low earth orbit (LEO) space
53 objects. The physical properties of the upper atmosphere and
54 the ballistic coefficients of the space objects are needed for
55 the calculation of the atmospheric force. The BC value is usu-
56 ally unknown for space debris and hard to measure. Thus,
57 many methods have been proposed to estimate this parameter.
58 One way is to use the additional parameter B� given in the
59 two-line elements sets (TLEs).11 However, the B� is a fitting
60 parameter in the process of producing the TLEs, and includes
61 the biases related to model error.12 Moreover, the value of B�

62 may even be negative in TLEs.13 Thus, the B� is an inaccurate
63 and unreliable estimation of the satellite’s ballistic coefficient.
64 Combined with the atmospheric drag equation, the BC
65 value can be obtained from the filtering process. However,
66 since stable and accurate measurements cannot be obtained,
67 accurate target motion estimation is difficult to extract, and
68 this process has very low accuracy.14

69 Using satellite track data through a 30-year historical time
70 span, a batch least-squares differential correction algorithm is
71 used to estimate the ballistic coefficient for the use of high
72 accuracy satellite drag model (HASDM).15,16 Since this
73 method is, to a large extent, based on measurement data, it
74 cannot be widely used for space objects.
75 The methods used in recent years have always estimated
76 ballistic coefficient from long-term TLE data, e.g. the methods
77 proposed by Picone et al.,17 Saunders et al.18 and Sang et al.19

78 Based on the simplified relationship between mean motion and
79 atmospheric drag, the atmospheric drag can be estimated
80 through the mean motion extracted from the TLEs. The results
81 are obtained with use of over 30 years of TLE data. However,
82 since orbit propagator and empirical atmospheric models are
83 used in those methods, accuracy depends on precise modeling
84 and is limited. Consequently, of the quality of an estimated
85 ballistic coefficient is dependent upon model accuracy.
86 From the works mentioned above, it can be found that
87 the most difficult aspect of BC estimation is the availability
88 of the accurate values for the parameters needed. Many can-
89 not be measured and use empirical models for approxima-
90 tion. This paper presents a method to estimate the ratios of
91 the ballistic coefficients between different objects. The pro-
92 portional errors of the approximate parameters are cancelled
93 out in the form of ratios, greatly mitigating the effects of the
94 model error. Through this approach, the relative error of esti-
95 mated BC values is significantly reduced compared with
96 direct estimation methods. Moreover, it has been validated
97 that this approach can be used for the objects with a perigee
98 altitude higher than 600 km. The proposed method is used
99 for space debris from a debris group, and results show stable
100 ratios for estimated BC values between different debris

101objects. These ratios can be used to confirm that the debris
102objects originated from the same source and also to deduce
103the states of debris objects from the others in the same group.
104This process provides new information about the debris
105group and gives theoretical and methodological support for
106a group catalogue. The estimated BC values are also used
107for the prediction of semi-major axes without an orbital
108propagator model.
109The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proposes a
110comparison approach to estimate the ballistic coefficient. The
111fitting process for the change of semi-major axes is necessary
112and presented in Section 3. The results and analyses of numer-
113ical experiments are shown in Section 4. Section 5 tests the pro-
114posed method for the LEO objects higher than 600 km in
115perigee altitude. The method is used for space debris in Sec-
116tion 6. Section 7 discusses the inverse use of the proposed
117approach for orbital prediction. Finally, conclusions are
118drawn in Section 8.

1192. Ballistic coefficient estimation

1202.1. Atmospheric drag

121Atmospheric drag is a nonconservation force and continu-
122ously affects orbit semi-major axes and orbit period
123decrease.20 For LEO objects, atmospheric drag is the major
124source of the secular term on semi-major axes. The mean
125semi-major axis is a mean orbital element without periodic
126terms.21 The variation of mean semi-major axes does not
127include periodic gravitational perturbation, and remaining
128secular gravitational terms are small.17 Thus, the variation
129in mean semi-major axes mainly reflects the effects of atmo-
130spheric drag.
131The atmospheric drag on an object will continually decrease
132the osculating semi-major axis a, according to,22
133

d

dt
a ¼ 2a2v

l
_vD � ev ð1Þ

135135

136where l is the product of the gravitational constant and the
137mass of the Earth, v is the speed of the object, ev is the unit vec-
138tor in the direction of v, and _vD is the acceleration of the object
139due to drag, given by g
140

_vD ¼ � 1

2
qBCjv� Vj2 � ev�V ð2Þ

142142

143where q is the atmospheric density at that altitude, V is the
144atmospheric wind velocity vector, and ev�V is the unit vector
145of the object’s motion relative to the atmospheric wind. The
146ballistic coefficient BC is defined as
147

BC ¼ CD

A

m
ð3Þ

149149

150where CD is the drag coefficient of the object, A is the cross sec-
151tional area of the object in the direction of the object’s motion
152relative to the atmosphere, and m is the object’s mass.
153Based on Eq. (1), the change rate of the mean semi-major
154axis due to atmospheric drag is derived by Picone et al.17 as
155

d

dt
aD ¼ �a2ml

�1qBCv3F ð4Þ
157157

158where am is the mean semi-major axis, and the dimensionless
159wind factor F is given by
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